SKY MANAGEMENT

THE SKY IS THE LIMIT

with Sky Management

Sky Management
Foreword
Thank you for requesting an introduction to Sky Management. Sky Management was founded on the principle
that there is no project too big or too ambitious to further your business’s development. The Sky’s the limit.
Therefore it is our pleasure to present to you our company’s portfolio, detailing our services in full and showcasing our past projects and achievements.

Sky Management Ltd
1st Floor, Millbank Tower, 21-24 Millbank, London , SW1P 4QP, United Kingdom
M: +44(0)7876381875, skurt@skymanagement.co.uk, www.skymanagement.co.uk
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Our Team

About Us

Sky Management is a London based privately owned company specialising in Public Relations, Communications, Event Management and Training. Our knowledge and experience is often employed by
businesses to boost or encourage their development and also to open up new business leads. Sky
Management has a global presence and we frequently do business within Europe, Middle East, Far
East and Africa. Though we are based in the United Kingdom, through personal affiliation we have a
very strong connection to Turkey. Because of this we have been able to forge very strong links with
some of the most influential politicians, business people and academics in both countries.
We endeavour to provide the best service possible to our clients. We have the ability to be able to
provide bespoke products and solutions for any industry. To do this, our office is staffed by people
possessing all of the necessary skills and specialist knowledge required to plan and execute a project successfully.
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Services
Sky Management offers you a range of services to allow for a cost-effective and timely solution for your business.
Sky Events (Event Management)
Sky PR & Consultancy
Sky Education
Furthermore, Sky Management is experienced in organising Trade Missions, introducing new business leads and supervising business acquisition.
We can arrange and organise:
Conferences
Business Forums
Seminars
Networking sessions
Receptions
Award Ceremonies
Festivals
Hotels and Accommodation
Transportation
Leonardo Da Vinci Life Long Learning Projects
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Sky Events
Sky Events is your business’s Event Management solution. Sky Events will design, coordinate and execute
an event on your behalf as well as sourcing speakers and high profile individuals to boost your events
impact.
For your event we will facilitate:
Venue
Hospitality
Transportation
Sourcing sponsorship
Production & staging
Advertising
Audio Visual systems
Filming, Photography, Broadcasting and Editing
Press interaction
Stewarding and security
Interaction with local authorities
From Awards Ceremonies to Cultural Festivals, Sky
Events designed dozens of events in the past. Case
studies are featured further on in this portfolio.
Sky Events is also highly experienced in Corporate
Eventing. We are able to design and host anything from
a personal industry-specific seminar with industry professionals through to grand conferences with a strong
respectable panel.
We are able to design and host industry specific:
Conferences
Seminars
Panel discussions
Networking events
Workshops
Team building events
Forums
Receptions
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Invest in Turkey’s Infrastructure
Sky Management hosted a conference titled “Invest
in Turkeys Infrastructure” at the Intercontinental Hotel
Park Lane on behalf of Unlu&Co, one of the largest
financial advisory firm and merchant bank in Turkey.
The conference had 200 attendees, was filmed and
present was the Turkish Minister for Transport, Mari-

time and Communication and Turkish Minister of Finance. As Turkish and British media were present it
was important for this project to portray our client in
the best possible way. The conference was bi-lingual
with both Turkish and English speakers in the panel.
To accommodate this, a translation service was provided.

Our services for Unlu & co included:
Luxury transportation for high profile guest speakers
Luxury accommodation for high profile guest speakers
Hiring the Venue
Close protection security officers
Stewarding and event security
Audio Visual systems including wireless translation service
Staging and lighting
Filming and photography
Networking buffet lunch and seated dinner
Press interaction
Post event press release
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Invest in Turkey Infrastructure Conference,
Intercontinental Hotel, London

Invest in Turkey Infrastructure Conference,
Intercontinental Hotel, London
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London Is You! Police Recruitment
meet and learn session
In December 2013, Sky Management was approached by the Mayors Office for Policing and Crime
(MOPAC) and the Metropolitan Police to take part in organising events in line with a new recruitment
strategy. The new strategy was targeted towards Black and Minority Ethnic communities in London and
was put into practice with “Meet and Learn Sessions” held across various London boroughs.
Sky Management, with strong relationships within the Turkish Community of London organised an event
in the London Borough of Haringey. There are approximately 350,000 Turks and those of Turkish descent
living in London. Many reside in the Boroughs of Hackney, Haringey and Enfield, which all neighbour
each other. The event required a sound Public Relations and Marketing Strategy as well as Events Management expertise and was a success with over 70 attendees on the day.
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Nevruz Festival
Sky Management was honoured to organise the
2013 Nevruz (spring festival) celebration on behalf of
Turksoy, The International Organisation of Turkic Culture. The event took place at the Iconic Westminster
Methodist Central Hall and over 2000 people came
together to celebrate the festivities. The event showcased traditional Turkic food, music, literature, dance
and art.
Our services for Turksoy included:
Hiring Venue
Hiring of performers
Transportation for performers
Accommodation for performers
Inviting guests of honour
Inviting high profile individuals
International guests
Diplomats
Business people
Communications and Logistics
Liaising with local authorities
Press interaction and press releases
Venue and close protection security
Event catering
Filming, photography and post production editing
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Nevruz Celebration, Central Westminister, March 2013, London

Nevruz Celebration, Central Westminister, March 2013, London
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Yıldız Technopark:
Sky Management arranged a few meetings with Geeks Ltd, Turkish-British Chamber of Commerce (TBCCI), UKTI (United Kingdom
Trade & Investment), IBM and Cambridge Science Park for Yildiz
Technopark.
Also Sky Management arranged accommodation and transport
during the Yildiz Technopark business trip.

OSCE (Organization
for Security and CoOperation In Europe)
Offical Visit To UK
OSCE (Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe)
Centre in Ashgabat intends to organize a study visit to the United Kingdom for representatives of the Ministry of Education and
Parliament of Turkmenistan. The purpose of the visit is that representatives of Turkmenistan learn from the best practices of the
Education system at the primary and secondary level in the United
Kingdom.
We, Sky Management as the partner organization will be responsible to organize all the meetings and provide the logistical and
technical support during the visit.
The delegation from Turkmenistan will be composed of up to five
government officials and Members of Parliament of Turkmenistan.
Two staff members of the OSCE Centre in Ashgabat will accompany the delegation during the visit.

Trakya Kalkınma
Ajansı Investment
Promotion Meeting
Millbank Tower / London
Sky Management helped Trakya Development Agency to bring investors in London promote and talk about business opportunities
at Thrace region.
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Turkish Air Force Band
Concert In London
Sky Management help The Turkish Culture and Tourism Office and
The Turkish Air Force Band to organize this concert for 100th anniversary of Gallipoli. Around 1700 guests came to Central Hall
Westminster .

The Youth
Chamber
Orchestra
Of Turksoy
Concerts
Sky Management worked with TURKSOY to organize a few free performing events in London, Oxford, Glasgow
and Edinburgh. Sky management also
booked all venues, accommodations,
transport and restaurant for the musicians.
25 July Monday, OXFORD= University
of Oxford, Sheldonian Theatre ( 525
guests attended)
26 July, Tuesday, LONDON = St James
Church, 197 Piccadilly Road, London,
W1J 9LL ( 419 guests attended)
28 and 29 July, Thursday and Friday,
GLASGOW: ISME (International Society of Music Education), Glasgow Royal
Concert Hall.( over 1000 delegations
attended)
30 July, Saturday, EDINBURGH =
Greyfriars Kirk, Greyfriars Place, Edinburgh.( over 400 guests attended)
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The Youth Chamber Orchestra

Sky PR
Sky PR & Consultancy is there for all your Marketing and Public Relations
needs. Different companies and businesses are likely to face different challenges and obstacles. Therefore we are able to provide a bespoke PR and
marketing strategy for your Business project and our consultancy service will
give you the essential knowledge and expertise your company or business
needs to prosper.
We can provide support and advice for:
Setting up a new company in the United Kingdom
Product launch
Market research
Recruitment and Human Resources
Press interaction
Business acquisition
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BRAVO Clothing
Bravo Clothing is a well known garment and textiles company
based in Turkey. In early 2013 Bravo Clothing approached Sky
Management as a consultant to assist with setting up a new
satellite office in the United Kingdom.
Sky Management provided them with services that; registered
Bravo Clothing with Company House, set up a commercial
bank account, sourced a London based head office and provided them with a sound Public Relations strategy to ensure
their British venture was a success.
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Sky Education
Sky Education is our Education and Training service. We have experience as a
training provider, having designed an extensive number of projects over several
years for a varied client base. Our strong
relationships with numerous civil society
organisations, universities, governmental
agencies, chambers of commerce, and
business associations in the United Kingdom and Turkey will ensure a Sky Education project delivers a strong programme
to its participants. Sky Education’s services are tailored to a clients specific needs
with a key focus on relevancy. This will
ensure participants will benefit the most
from a project.
We can arrange:
Meetings with industry leaders
Seminars and Lectures
Industry specific consultancy
Industry specific site tours and visits
Courses and Qualifications
Erasmus
Internships
Language development
Leonardo Da Vinci – Life Long Learning
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International Democracy Forum
Sky Management had the pleasure of designing and hosting the International Democracy Forum at the House of Lords, a key institution in British politics. This project was
commissioned by the Doga College, one of the most prestigious colleges in Turkey and
a regular client of Sky Management. Indeed, this was the 6th consecutive forum Sky
Management has designed on behalf of the Doga School with many more planned in
the years to come. Discussed at the forum was “The need for a Civil Constitution in Turkey” and the discussion was led by a panel of Academics, Economists and Journalists
chaired by Lord Ahmed. This project was specifically designed with students in mind.
Therefore, the venue, leading panel and topic of debate were all carefully considered.
Because of this, Students from the Doga School were able to interact with the panel
and to share opinions and ideas on how the Turkish government has adapted over time
and what challenges ahead.
Our services for Doga College included:
Endorsing Visa applications
Transportation
Accommodation
Refreshments
Hiring & Booking the Venue
Identifying and inviting guest speakers.
Liaising with the House of Lords
Acting as an intermediary between client and House of Lords authorising body
Providing a professional photographer
Post event press release
Panoramic guided tour of London
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Technology Transfer Workshop
Gazi University is the largest university in Turkey and
also one of the oldest. As recent as January 2013, Gazi
University set up its own Technology Transfer Office.
Technology Transfer is a means to introduce Technology and Research from Universities to the wider world
through industry and commercialisation. Gazi University approached Sky Management to arrange a tour of
Technology Transfer Offices, Technology Licensing Offices and Technology Parks associated with the top British Universities to gain a better understanding of how a
successful Technology Transfer office is managed. Sky
Management arranged a series guided tours around
Science and Technology Parks and meetings with Technology Transfer professionals from University of Cambridge, Coventry University, University of Warwick, Middlesex University and City University London.
Gazi University were so pleased with our services that
we were asked to arrange another knowledge exchange
trip, meeting their counterparts in the Republic of Korea. During this tour, they met academics from Sogang,
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Sungkyunkwan and Seoul National University and Research & development professionals from Kia Motors
and Samsung.
Our services for Gazi University included:
Visa applications for participants
Accommodation for participants
Transportation to and from all destinations in a luxury
vehicle.
Arranging of meetings at several universities in the UK
& Korea.
Arranging of meetings with Kia Motors and Samsung.
Arranging of guided tours at Science and Technology
parks.
Meetings with Technology Transfer and Research &
Development professionals.
Refreshments
Panoramic guided tour of London and Seoul
Communications

Technology Transfer Team, City University London

Cambridge Science Park, Cambridge University
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European Projects
Sky Management has helped design dozens of learning programmes and European Projects. Particularly Leonardo Life Long Learning programmes and Innovation
Transfer Projects. These learning programmes are funded by the European Commission and are designed to bring Business People and Professionals from all industries
and sectors together to take part in exciting learning opportunities in Europe.
EU Projects:
New Approaches to Data Security and Defence Strategies
Learning Modern and Productive Irrigating Techniques with Alternative Energy
Sources
Common Law Implementations in EU and UK Practices
Examination of the European Dimension of Agricultural Consultancy Services
Logistics Management ERP Applications and Innovative Approaches
Building Inspection and Safety Structures in the UK
Decreasing the Occupational Risk for the Employees Working in the Communication Industry Training of Young Legal Professionals on The Effects of EU Law on
National Laws of Member States
Innovation Projects:
Improving the Occupational Competencies of the New Worker
Improving the Communicative English Language Competence of Academic Personnel Within the Framework of VET (Real English).
Sky Management also arranges:
Airport Transfers
Accommodation
Transport
Sourcing and organising work placements
Technical visits related to their studies
Cultural and sporting activities
Certificates for qualifications
Travel cards
Sim and phone cards
Dedicated Project Manager for each project
Gala Dinner for awarding certificates

Judges from Turkey visited London under EU projects - Turkish General Consulate/ London
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Adalet Akademisi visited London under EU projects

Turkish Embassy in London
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Turkey Mining Finance &
Investment Summit
In 2013 Sky Management worked with a Turkish based organiser to host
the Turkey Mining Finance and Investment Summit. The summit was a
three day long event featuring panel discussions, one-to-one meetings,
networking sessions and a gala dinner. Sky Management organised:
Venue and accommodation for overseas guests
Opening ceremony at the London Stock Exchange
Audio, Visual and Production elements of the summit
One-to-one break out and networking sessions
Gala dinner and closing ceremony.
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TV Programmes
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Trade Missions &
International
Networking
Sky Management trade missions are designed to help professionals and business people discover potential opportunities available to their industry abroad. Over the years, Sky Management has developed
partnerships with foreign Ministries of Trade, Chambers of Commerce, Embassies and Business People
Associations. Our missions are designed to encourage business prosperity by introducing them to key
business contacts which often results in them finding new suppliers and customers overseas. A typical
trade mission will have participants visit industry specific exhibitions and trade fairs, attend networking
events with foreign professionals and meet with government representatives.
We have previously organised trade missions to:
United Arab Emirates
Peoples Republic of China & Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
Malaysia
Ghana
Singapore
Indonesia
Hong Kong
Kenya
Sudan
Russia
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Infrastructure
workshop
The Tigris Development Agency (DIKA) set up
to supervise the growth of infrastructure in the
Tigris region of Turkey approached Sky Management to organise a mission to the United
Kingdom to meet with their British counterparts.
Sky Management has worked alongside many
state-run organisations in the United Kingdom
and Ireland, particularly those that supervise
regional development. We were able to put together an extensive tour for DIKA that allowed
them to meet professionals in the London, but
also allowed them to meet experts in Belfast
and Dublin. By meeting with British and Irish
experts, DIKA was able to benefit from a wider
range of experience.
Our services for DIKA included:

DIKA Tigris Development Agency, Belfast Ireland

Visa applications for participants
Deluxe accommodation in London and Dublin
for participants
Transportation to & from meetings in a luxury
vehicle.
Arranged seven meetings and seminars with
British and Irish Infrastructure experts.
Refreshments
Panoramic guided tour of London
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Eid Festival
In 2013 Sky Management supported the
Greater London Authority’s Eid Festival at
Trafalgar Square. Sky Management takes its
social and corporate responsibilities seriously
and set up a not-for-profit market stall at the
Square. Through personal affliation, Sky Management has a very strong connection with
Turkey and sold Turkish delight and Baklava
to the squares visitors.
In Turkey, Eid is celebrated as “Ramazan
Bayramı.” Sky Management was keen to take
part in the celebration to demonstrate support for the Mayor of Londons commitment to
celebrating and improving Londons diversity.
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TURKISH DAY IN LONDON
www.turkishdayinlondon.com

Sky Management organized the first ‘Turkish Day in London’ festival on Sunday, 1st June 2014. The festival took
place in London’s iconic Trafalgar Square courtesy of the Greater London Authority and the Mayor of London.
Turkish day in London is a unique event inspired by the Turkish community living here in the United Kingdom. Our
event offered a whole day packed full of activities and features that delivered the best and most accessible way
to enjoy a Turkish cultural experience outside of Turkey.
From live performances by leading Turkish artists and musicians to recreations of Turkeys greatest landmarks,
visitors can enjoy a complimenting mixture of modernity and tradition in a quintessentially British location with a
distinctly Turkish atmosphere.
Turkish day in London got fantastic support from Mayor of London, Turkish Embassy in London and many Turkish
and British associations in the Turkey and UK.
Sky Management aims to bring together Londoners, visitors and the Turkish community in the United Kingdom to
enjoy the many Turkish delights on offer, from the food to the music, to the dancing and arts.
www.turkishdayinlondon.com
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Selçuk Yapar

Ottoman Marching Band

Can Bonomo
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Traditional Turkish Folk Dancers

She’Koyokh Music Group
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Our Team

SERKAN KURT
Sky Management Director
skurt@skymanagement.co.uk
+44 (0)78 7638 1875

ALEXANDER TACHAUER
Sky Management Project Manager
alex@skymanagement.co.uk
+44 (0)20 7887 1391
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Sky is the limit...

Sky Management Ltd.
1st Floor, Millbank Tower, 21-24 Millbank, London, SW1P 4QP, United Kingdom
T: +44 (0) 203 603 7851 | M: +44 (0) 7876381875
E: skurt@skymanagement.co.uk | www.skymanagement.co.uk

